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Abstract
Joint histograms of cloud top height (CTH) and optical depth (OD) are created
using the World-Wide Merged Cloud Analysis (WWMCA) dataset over a four year
period (2014-2017) to identify average cloud field regimes and assess the application of
utilizing the WWMCA dataset with the AFIT Sensor and Scene Emulation Tool
(ASSET). Two selected regions encompassing the Florida peninsula and a portion of the
Pacific Ocean off the west-central coast of South America are examined over the months
of January and July. Cloud field regimes are identified by running generated hourly
OD-CTH histograms through k-means clustering, with optimal cluster number ( K )
evaluation performed by calculating and comparing silhouette scores and heuristic elbow
method results. Varying cluster groupings are plotted out to distinguish discrepancies
between these multi-cluster analysis. Initial results indicate K = 3 as the optimal number
of clusters to use, generating three major cloud field regimes unique to each region with
high relative frequency of occurrences (RFO). Notable departures from silhouette score
calculations to cluster evaluation call into question the validity of silhouette score usage
to determine optimal K values, which is discussed alongside future improvements and
applications of the cloud field regimes identified.
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IDENTIFYING CLOUD FIELD REGIMES FROM WORLD WIDE MERGED CLOUD
ANALYSIS VIA K-MEANS CLUSTERING
I. Introduction

The impact of clouds and the range of effects they have on Earth’s global climate
system are extensive and a topic of interest and concern. Clouds on average cover about
two-thirds of the Earth, with large spatial and temporal variability. Differences in total
cloud cover over land and over the ocean can range by roughly 17% alone, and modeled
representation of this variance is lacking (King and others, 2013:3826). Therefore,
applications in remote sensing are all the more pertinent given the relationship between
radiative effects and clouds with respect to satellite sensors; varying sensors will have
different representations of cloud parameters, such as total cloud cover and optical depth,
based simply on sensor spatial resolution (Wielicki and Parker, 1992:12799).
Furthermore, coherent characterization and representation of clouds within numerical
models and simulations continues to pose a challenge despite our current understanding
of how this particular weather phenomenon changes both in the dynamic and
microphysical sense. While these hurdles have long made the depiction of clouds within
models an ongoing obstacle, continued efforts towards improving the foothold of
accurate cloud representations in the real world will remain key towards overcoming this
challenge.
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Analytical approaches towards representing cloud distributions have long been
varied and conducted. For example, Warren and others (1988) utilized ground-based
observations as the main data source to describe the global cloud climatology in a series
of four atlases accounting for total cloud cover, type, frequency of occurrence and more.
Other studies have offered additional inquiry on regional and global cloud cover and
cloud distributions. Such studies either took advantage of additional surface observations
as the temporal resolution increased, increased satellite observations as the
implementation of growing technology from an above point of view progressed and
became more frequent, or from a combination of these advances (Warren and others,
2007:717; Sӧhne and others, 2008:4421; Hahn and others, 2001:11; Xi and others,
2010:1). In addition, variability within similar datasets has become a substantive point of
interest. For example, satellite data offers varying levels of agreement based on cloud
properties and which sensors and satellites are used for comparison (Marchand
2013:1941; Karlsson and Devasthale 2018:1; Stubenrauch and others, 2013:1031).
Therefore, as data between these and other datasets continues to accumulate and evolve,
additional analyses and inter-comparisons will be necessary to continue to elevate our
knowledge of cloud distributions.
Atmospheric numerical modeling often involves the use of parameterizations as
part of the modeling process, which is a means of replacing certain atmospheric
phenomena, due to their complexity or size relative to the resolution of a model used,
with simplified descriptions and approximations that allow for physical representation of
these phenomena. Overcoming the task of cloud parameterization has been an issue that
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has challenged the meteorological community for decades given the range and
complexity of scales clouds fall under such as those pertaining to microphysical
processes and radiation interactions. Many strides and techniques have been developed,
however, to address this problem. One such technique involves the usage of cloud system
resolving models embedded within a broader general model dubbed
superparameterization (Randall and others, 2003:1547). Another technique involves a
step-by-step process of parameterization improvement. By applying a composite of
observations and model output to a specified criterion tied to cloud
formation/maintenance and focusing on errors consistent between the composite average
and model, adjustments to cloud parameterizations can be made to offer gradual
improvements when looking at case studies (Jakob, 2003:1399). A key component of the
latter approach relies on having available long-term datasets with the necessary
information to properly evaluate how a model is performing. As such, one goal of this
study is to determine the quality and viability of a particular dataset used towards cloud
regime identification and classification.
A number of numerical models currently in use or being developed, rely on an
increasingly accurate representation of clouds to be able to capture their effects both
temporally and spatially. One example are general circulation models (GCMs), a type of
climate model that employs a mathematical representation of Earth’s global circulation.
A secondary example are numerical weather prediction models (NWP), which
incorporate current meteorological observations to forecast the future state of weather.
While these numerical models serve to predict some future state of weather or climate,
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other numerical models of interest seek to emulate an aspect of interest. One such tool,
developed by the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT), is the AFIT Sensor and
Scene Emulation Tool (ASSET), a physics-based image-chain model where synthetic
electro-optical and infrared (EO/IR) sensor data are generated alongside realistic artifacts
(Young and others, 2017;10178A-1). ASSET, a toolset which is openly available to the
user community, allows the user to view or generate a scene image with simultaneous
viewing from a number of heterogeneous EO/IR sensors, subsequently enabling
multi-sensor fusion as well as the usage of a constellation design for said sensors
(Steward, 2020). Clouds act as a major source of cluttering for EO/IR sensors, however,
and are difficult to remove with background suppression given the range of motion and
morphology they undergo, even at one particular location.
Assessments of cloud distributions have shown probable relationships between
distinct cloud regimes/distributions and cloud parameters. Early studies, such as those
conducted by Lau and Crane (1995) and Tselioudis and others (2000), would identify
certain “dynamical” regimes by analyzing parameters such as sea level pressure
anomalies (SLPA). Three distinct dynamic regimes for SPLA were created by identifying
the 50th percentile points that equally divide the positive and negative frequency
distribution of SPLA. Values above the positive 50th percentile were defined as
“positive-SLPA”, below the negative 50th percentile point as “negative-SLPA”, and in
between the two points as “zero-SLPA”. Then, available cloud observations from the
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) were connected to these SLPA
regimes to create a unique relationship of associated cloud regimes, noting how the
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background cloud field utilized in this study is modulated depending on which SLPA
regime is present. Jakob and Tselioudis (2003) expanded upon the work of creating
distinct cloud regimes by forgoing their connection to dynamical parameters . They
concluded that a given region’s cloudiness can be attributed to a set number of distinct
cloud regimes, of which having set dynamical regimes is not necessarily a requirement
(Jakob and Tselioudis, 2003:4). They showed that, with just observed cloud information
alone, distinct cloud regimes can be identified via cluster analysis. Cluster analysis is an
unsupervised learning algorithm that seeks to create groups (clusters) within a dataset
where the members of a particular group share more similar properties to each other than
from those of another group. The cluster analysis performed by Jakob and Tselioudis
(2003) was conducted on joint histograms of cloud top pressure and optical thickness
values provided by the ISCCP, offering a simple yet effective method of binning certain
cloud types and their frequency of occurrence over their areas of interest.
This study focuses on utilizing a global cloud dataset to identify distinct cloud
regimes over a myriad of locations through all hemispheres as an extension of previous
work conducted by Jakob and Tselioudis (2003) using similar techniques. The World
Wide Meteorological Cloud Analysis (WWMCA) dataset will serve as the global cloud
dataset to be used, offering a number of cloud properties at relatively high temporal
resolution (1-hr) over a large, quasi-global area. Reliable results from previous studies
that utilized a global satellite cloud dataset with the goal of creating cloud regime
classifications (Tselioudis and others 2000:312; Jakob and Tselioudis 2003:2) offer a
solid foundation for performing cloud data analysis with contemporary machine learning
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capability. Previous comparisons between a number of varying satellite datasets have
been conducted (Marchand and others, 2010:1), as well as the strengths and shortfalls of
the WWMCA dataset on cloud detection (Pasillas, 2013:53). However, little work has
been done with the WWMCA dataset regarding cloud regime identification and
representation. Therefore, the primary purpose of this study is to develop global
classifications and regimes of clouds, and to test if the regimes derived from this unique
dataset can be successfully utilized by the high temporal and spatial resolution ASSET
model.
Section 2 describes the data used for this study as well as the analysis techniques
in further detail. In section 3, results pertaining to cloud regime identification are
discussed. Finally, section 4 presents concluding remarks and possible future applications
of this study.
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II. Methodology
ASSET Background
One of the primary motivations for examining cloud regimes is to improve scene
generation and analysis from ASSET products. ASSET serves as a physics-based
image-chain model where, upon being given a source image to serve as the basis for a
background scene, emulates a number of remote sensing processes and outputs a dynamic
array of data frames. Originally intended for internal use at AFIT for student research
pertaining to acquiring absolute knowledge on object position and radiometric signature
(detection/tracking) or the usage of large datasets (machine learning), ASSET allows one
to test various sensor configurations while remaining low on computational costs and
model how a sensor responds to differing levels of irradiance at-aperture. Users of the
model are able to specify their desired tunable parameters via an ASCII text file.
ASSET fills a unique role between various simulations in its field of view and
capability; where high-fidelity simulators are focused on a small field of view without
expending high computational costs and more simplistic simulators allow for basic
analysis at the cost of explicit information on elements that can affect calculations done
on data, ASSET falls in between these ends of the spectrum. Rather than simulate a
scenario, ASSET allows one to quickly emulate data from a number of sensors spanning
a wide field of view (WFOV) that is representative of real WFOV sensors without the
high computational expense; the value gained from realistic but time consuming
calculations of a particular situation (such as ray tracing) may not be worth the expense
compared to simpler computations and emulated aspects, of which ASSET’s value may
14

be shown. It should be noted that situations which require exact radiometric properties
may still be better suited using higher fidelity models such as the Digital Imaging and
Remote Sensing Image Generation (DIRSIG) or the Monte Carlo Scene (MCScene)
model. For additional information concerning a more in-depth overview of ASSET, its
parameters and how it operates, readers are encouraged to read Young and others (2017),
who provide an extensive look at the capabilities and shortfalls of the ASSET model.
Within ASSET clouds serve as a source of necessary clutter given their impact on
signal processing, where users are able to introduce artificial clouds into a scene by
adjusting parameters within the mentioned text files. The importance of proper cloud
representation within a scene is an ongoing issue; clouds change not just their position
but shape over a given time, altering the performance of algorithms on other aspects of a
scene given this source of potential error to radiometric values as a sensor operates. By
introducing clouds into a scene, users are able to refine proper sensor usage and viewing
angles that can be representative of real world situations without the potential high
computational and time sink costs of running more complex algorithms and higher
fidelity models. Herein lies the issue of proper cloud representation within ASSET. For
most users, altering the numerous list of parameters within ASSET may be unfeasible and
extremely tedious for all given situations. Users may opt to alter what parameters they
deem necessary while simply providing more broad limitations on the majority of
parameters, allowing ASSET to handle the grunt work of generating and placing an
object such as clouds over a scene. Currently there is not an extensive dataset within
ASSET that will allow it, given little or no user input, to place clouds representative of
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their distribution based on geography and season at various locations around the globe.
While the generation of a random cloud field is doable given the current ASSET
iteration, that does not necessarily mean that the clouds generated would be characteristic
of what type of clouds that would be typical over a given location.
WWMCA Background
WWMCA data is used in this study as the main source of satellite data to examine
cloud regimes, of which is produced by the United States Air Force’s Cloud Depiction
and Forecast System II (CDFS II). The CDFS II, an upgrade to previous processing
systems utilized by the Air Force Weather Agency (AFWA), continues a nearly 40 year
long record of global cloud analysis for real time analyses and future forecasts of cloud
cover and microphysical properties to be utilized by the Department of Defense (DoD)
for its operations. While earlier models relied more solely on available data from polar
orbiting satellites such as the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) for its
cloud analysis, the operational implementation of the CDFS II marked a notable shift
towards utilizing available data from both government and commercial sectors (Brown,
2002; Horsman II, 2007). The CDFS II produces its global cloud analysis by combining
the imagery of five geosynchronous and four polar-orbiting satellites, merging the results
into a single image. Cloud analysis is done via a threshold technique, where temperatures
sensed that are colder than the expected background temperature or brightness values
sensed that are brighter than the background warrant the placement of a cloud at that
particular grid point. Background temperatures and visual brightness values are initially
provided the Surface Temperature (SFCTMP) analysis model and Snow Depth & Sea Ice
16

(SNODEP) model respectively, though the former model offers manual adjustments to
values fed to account for differing characteristics between the incorporated satellites used
and for the geography of the background being examined over. Values such as cloud top
height are assigned by comparing brightness temperatures of cloud tops from derived
satellite values to global NWP derived vertical profiles that match the same temperature
value.
WWMCA products are produced hourly, projected onto a global domain that
consists of two hemispheric polar-stereographic grids, allowing for a global view of all
regions on Earth. Horizontal resolution for the gridded data is at 24km, with 4 floating
layers of vertical resolution available for select variables. Current available provided data
from WWMCA extends far back to 2002, though prior to 2014 the number of available
variables pertaining to clouds were limited. From 2014 and onward, additional variables
useful for the probable examination of cloud regimes such as cloud layer optical depth
and cloud layer water path became available, prompting a slight restriction to what years
would be available for use.
Four years of cloud data between 2014-2017 from the available WWMCA dataset
were examined by extracting a number of cloud parameters from all existing files and
regrouping the data back into one singular file that corresponds to a particular month for
all four years. The cloud parameters extracted are as follows:
1. Cloud Top Height (CTH)
2. Optical Depth (OD)
3. Cloud Layer Particle Size (CLPS)
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4. Cloud Base (CBH)
5. Cloud Layer Water Path (CLWP)
6. Cloud Type (CT)
Note that while a total of 6 cloud parameters were extracted from each individual file
available from the WWMCA dataset, CTH and OD remained the parameters of choice to
further progress through this study with the remaining parameters stored aside for
potential inquiry in examining various relationships between different cloud parameters
and potential future studies. It should be noted that while WWMCA data has an hourly
temporal resolution, the number of files available for each month and year analyzed is not
consistent due to gaps of missing data. Part of the process for regrouping the individual
data files also involved filling in hourly values of missing data with a blank numeric data
value, subsequently known as “not a number” or NaN via Python. This method of
assigning blank numeric data values into the overall dataset allows one to handle the vast
majority of available data files without worry, following proper masking techniques for
these data files, of any future calculations being affected by the varying number of data
files such as determining the average of a cloud parameter for a particular month.
Selected Regions of Interest
Two target locations were selected as areas of interests for this study as shown in
Figure. 1 below to examine notable and expected distributions of clouds, covering a wide
range of different cloud structures. One location focuses on the Florida peninsula and
surrounding waters, now addressed as the “FL region”, that spans the area between 24.5°
to 31°N and 79.75° to 87.75°W. Florida itself has long been studied concerning sea
18

breeze fronts and associated convection (Nicholls and others, 1990;1), where increased
opportunities for convective systems to develop over an extended period of time, such as
during the summer months, allows such an area to be a suitable choice for analyzing
clouds associated with convection such as cumulonimbus and cirrus anvils, as well as
low/mid level clouds associated with daytime convection or mentioned sea breeze fronts.

Figure 1. Geographic view of North, Central, and South America with selected regions examined for this
study shown in red filled-in boxes. Northernmost box covers the state of Florida, termed the “FL region”
(24.5° to 31°N, 79.75° to 87.75°W), while the southernmost box focuses off the western coast of central
South America, termed the “SA region” (17.75° to 25°S, 70.25° to 77.5°W)
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A second location focuses on the Pacific Ocean off the central west coast of South
America, now addressed as the “SA region”, that spans between 17.75° to 25°S and
70.25° to 77.5°W. This area is noted for having not only an extensive area of coverage,
but also “the most persistent subtropical stratocumulus cloud deck in the world” due to
upwelling and colder currents interacting with drier subsiding air aloft, of which both
factors offer increased favor in the development of a low level temperature inversion and
boundary layer clouds (Bretherton and others, 2004:967; Wang and others, 2004:274).
Such a location would be very suitable as a choice for attempting to identify low level
cloud regimes from the WWMCA dataset despite a weakness of under identifying those
same clouds.
Development of Joint Histograms
To examine the relationship between cloud parameters and regime classification,
joint histograms between these selected cloud parameters were created. Previous studies
that delved into examining similar cloud properties and cloud regimes utilized available
joint histograms provided by their dataset of choice, commonly products offered by the
ISCCP (Jakob and Tselioudis, 2003; Tselioudis and others, 2000). WWMCA data does
not offer products such as those from the ISCCP, requiring manual creation of these joint
histograms.
To begin the process each individual netCDF4 file, which now comprises all
hourly data points over a specific month, has the noted cloud parameters placed in one of
two respective data arrays in Python. Initially, these arrays are two-dimensional (2D) in
their own regard where the value of a data point is located at its noted latitude and
20

longitude, specified based on both of the noted regions being examined. These 2D arrays
are converted into one-dimensional (1D) data arrays where each array is now simply the
list of all data values across a grid space for one cloud parameter. These individual 1D
data arrays are then combined together to create joint histograms between CTH and OD.
Predefined bin edges are utilized for both parameters that comprise the joint histogram,
and help serve two purposes. Maintaining a consistent number of bins for each respective
axii allows for easier manipulation of multiple histograms when performing calculations
that would normally be extremely dependent on the actual value of the data points within
each histogram, which in turn would define bin ranges if created through more automatic
methods. Additionally, a predetermined set of bin ranges allows for greater control on the
restriction or representation of available data, which may serve as a hindrance or boon
depending on range values selected.
As the focus of this study pertains to available clouds over an area of interest, zero
values of CTH and OD are not included to rule out clear conditions over the two selected
regions. CTH values start between 500m to 3000m, then subsequently increase in
increments of 3000m up to 18000m. These ranges allow one to capture notable low-level
clouds while also maintaining the ability to capture most clouds within the troposphere
even at regions closer to the equator where the troposphere height is higher compared to
regions closer to the mid-latitudes. OD bin value ranges are represented via a logarithmic
scale that ranges from 0.1 to 60 (note that OD is a unitless value). The colorbar scale, also
represented via a logarithmic scale, represents the frequency of occurrence (FO) for each
bin range and is displayed as a percentage of the number of values that fall within a
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selected bin range. FO values are calculated by first dividing the values generated from
joint histogram calculations by the total sum of all values over that same histogram. This
value is multiplied by 100 to offer a percentage value for each respective bin range,
whereby the sum of all values will equate to 100. Percentage values below 0.1 are
excluded in joint histogram plots to minimize displaying bins with significantly low
values. The use of a logarithmic scale is incorporated due to the spread of data pertaining
to FO and OD values; the visual representation of these two parameters within a joint
histogram using a linear scale proved insufficient. Given the spread of values among OD
data values, as well as keeping in line with bin ranges of similar joint histograms such as
those part of the ISCCP dataset, the implementation of a logarithmic scale was deemed
justified. This process is repeated for all hourly data values for the months of January and
July for each year between 2014-2017, leading to four distinct arrays of data for each
individual year per selected region.
These data arrays are then averaged together to determine the overall mean joint
histogram over a selected region across all four years of data per month. As noted earlier,
not all of the data was available for all hourly increments due to missing gaps within the
WWMCA dataset. Application of blank numeric data values and masking techniques on
these data arrays allows for the overall average to be computed while minimizing the
difference in mean calculations across all hourly increments as best as possible as some
hourly values may be averaged between four or fewer values due to these gaps. 24 total
monthly average joint histograms were created between each respective region, serving
as the basis for subsequent joint histograms created via cluster analysis.
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K-Means Clustering Process and Implementation
To further determine the distinct relationships between cloud parameters and
cloud regimes, the statistical method of cluster analysis is used. Cluster analysis is a task
process that looks to examine a dataset and determine probable clusters within that
dataset. These clusters consist of a cluster center, or centroid, and individual data points.
These individual data points are assigned to a specific centroid based on some form of
distance measurement between the data point and centroid, creating the unique clusters
for a dataset. While there are a variety of clustering algorithms available for usage in
partitioning data, K-means was the chosen method given its widespread applications and
simplicity in working with multivariate observations and datasets (MacQueen 1963:289;
Morissette and Chartier, 2013:15)
K-means clustering follows much of the basis laid out for general cluster analysis
(Pedregosa and others, 2011:2825). Given an N-dimensional population dataset, the
number of centroids incorporated into a dataset is determined by the number of k groups
that is chosen by the user. The individual data points are then assigned to a specific
centroid based on their euclidean distance from all of the centroids, where the smallest
distance calculated determines which group a particular data point will belong to. The
euclidean distance calculation follows the formula below:

d(x, y ) =

√(x

c

− xp )2 + (y c − y p )2

(1)

Where xc and y c refers to the coordinates of a cluster centroid, xp and y p refers to the
coordinates of a datapoint from the WWMCA dataset, and d(x, y ) refers to the euclidean
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distance between the two selected points. Once all data points have been assigned to a
particular group, a new mean value for each group is calculated using the assigned data
points to determine subsequent new cluster centroid coordinates, which is as follows:
n

xc =

∑ xi

i=1

n

n

, yc =

∑ yi

i=1

n

(2)

Where n denotes the number of data points that belong in a particular cluster, and xi and
y i denote the respective coordinate values of a datapoint. Successfully completing and
updating the centroid coordinates marks one full iteration through the clustering
algorithm. This process of determining and adjusting centroid locations is repeated until
the coordinates of the centroids cease to be updated, indicating a convergence within the
clustering process.
A number of tunable parameters are available prior to running the k-means
algorithm that can affect the output of the algorithm. To maintain consistency, most
tunable parameters were kept at default values where the maximum number of iterations
for a single k-means algorithm run was set to 300 and the maximum number of times the
k-means algorithm would be run with differing centroids was set to 10. One important
tunable parameter set was the random state of the algorithm, whereby keeping this value
undefined would create a scenario where every total run of the k-means algorithm, even
with the same cluster value set for each run, would result in different centroid
initializations and subsequently different end cluster groupings. As the optimal value for
clusters in the k-means algorithm is susceptible to a number of aspects (quantity of data,
spacing of data points, subjectivity, etc.), multiple k-means runs would be performed over
24

each month for each region. To ensure that the aspect of randomness between identical
runs for one location was minimized, the random state value for all runs of k-means was
set to a value of 10. Note that potential values for the random state parameter can be any
integer value, where 10 was arbitrarily chosen as the set value. Different random state
values were run to test whether the end results would change significantly between each
value set. In short, silhouette score values differed significantly between each different
random state value, though the end cluster results remained nearly the same save for
slightly varying cluster frequency values. This defined random state variable also allows
others to perform the exact same calculations when using the WWMCA dataset as
described above, allowing easy reproducibility of obtained results.
Standardization of Data for Clustering Process
One issue with a direct cluster analysis between varying cloud parameters falls
under the method of determining which data points fall under which group. As the
euclidean distance between data points and initial centroids is calculated to determine
data point groupings, the weight of the parameters being examined calls for some form of
normalization given up to a four order magnitude difference between OD and CTH. One
method of normalization is the basic statistical standard score, or z-score, which is a
measurement of the number of standard deviations a data point is above or below the
population mean. Z-score was chosen as the method of standardization given its simple
reduction of scale and variable components and for its noted strength when used with
K-means clustering (Mohamad and Usman, 2013:3302). To address this issue reshaped
data, modified during the joint histogram creation process, was subjected to Z-score
25

standardization, whereby z-scores were calculated for a given array of data to be used for
clustering purposes by utilizing the following equation:
z =

x−μ
σ

(3)

Where x is the raw value for a datapoint, μ is the sample mean value from all data
points, and σ is the sample standard deviation. These Z-score values were then
subsequently run through the K-means algorithm to identify cluster groupings.
Cluster Evaluation - Silhouette Score
Data arrays between CTH and OD serve as the dataset being fed through the
K-means clustering process following necessary standardization. The number of K
clusters available to choose from will determine possible groupings between these cloud
parameters, of which choosing an ideal value for K has some form of subjectivity to it
depending on the type of data being examined and whether one has priori knowledge on
possible labels within the dataset. Labels in this case refer to some type of augmentation
to the dataset where an informative tag is placed upon said datapoints, which can serve to
categorize or highlight an aspect of the data deemed noteworthy. Given that the dataset
used does not fall under the “labeled” data category, the use of intrinsic methods to
evaluate our clustering algorithm becomes feasible.
One method of determining the validation of a cluster analysis and subsequently
the ideal number of clusters to use is by calculating the silhouette value (hereby silhouette
score) for these clusters of data. The silhouette score ranges from [-1,1], and is a measure
of how well an object belongs within a particular cluster by comparing the tightness and
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separation of objects within and between clusters (Rousseeuw, 1987;56). The silhouette
score for a single data point is given as:
s(i) =

b(i)−a(i)
max{a(i), b(i)}

(4)

Where s(i) is the silhouette score for a datapoint i , b(i) is the minimum average distance
from i to all other clusters that it does not belong to, and a(i) is the average distance
between i and all other data points within the same cluster. Silhouette score values near
positive 1 indicate that a datapoint is compact and well matched to its assigned cluster,
while values near negative 1 indicate that a datapoint is mismatched and not placed
within an appropriate cluster. Low and negative values also indicate that the number of
clusters used within the clustering algorithm may either be too few or too many in count.
To aid in determining the optimal number of clusters to proceed with, the average
silhouette score for our k-means clustering model was calculated by training said model
using K clusters that ranged from [2,9] clusters in value. These silhouette scores for all
clusters were then plotted out in a simple line graph to illustrate which defined value set
for K may represent the most optimal number of clusters. Silhouette scores were plotted
using a heuristic technique known as the “Elbow Method”, an additional method of
cluster verification whereby the silhouette score point that leads to a more linear change
of silhouette score values following this point would be marked with a dashed vertical
line and be initially set as the optimal value for K . This initial marking is not always
guaranteed for each plot as it heavily is dependent on the data being examined, any
preprocessing techniques utilized, and the value of the data points themselves. Excessive
overlapping of data points or worse, data points that are assigned to incorrect clusters,
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would affect silhouette score values, and may easily or be able to distinguish a value of
K that could be detected as the optimal one. Depending on the month and region being
examined, multiple peaks of silhouette score values may be seen, calling for additional
examination on the number of optimal clusters by re-running the k-means algorithm
multiple times using different values for K .
Silhouette scores were calculated and plotted for both the FL and SA regions for
the months of January and July. If automatically detectable via elbow method application
on silhouette score plots, this value of K would serve as the number of clusters analyzed
for one run through the k-means algorithm. Any notable peaks of silhouette score values
would also be examined as well and subsequently run through the k-means algorithm.
Remapping of Cluster Grouping Identification
The end result of successful convergence from k-means clustering provides a new
array of data whose Z-score values were each divided into their unique groupings based
on the number of clusters set within the clustering algorithm; each Z-score value is
assigned an integer value that denotes which group it pertains to. To illustrate these
groupings for our unstandardized datasets, Z-score integer values are combined with our
previous unstandardized joint histogram arrays that contain a four year average of hourly
data, such that each hourly joint histogram is now assigned to its respective cluster
grouping based on Z-score cluster grouping assignment. These clusters are broken up into
their own individual data arrays by sorting for the respective cluster integer value, where
the relative frequency of occurrence (RFO) for each cluster is calculated by dividing the
number of hourly joint histograms that fall within a particular cluster by the total number
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of hourly joint histograms available for the month. This total value depends on the
number of days that belong to each month, being either 672, 720 or 744 for February
(discounting leap years), 30 day and 31 day months respectively. Following cluster
grouping separation, the overall mean for each cluster is calculated and plotted out again
as a new joint histogram for comparison. To aid in comparison, bin count values were
also extracted from each joint histogram to allow for focus on more centralized data
points that offer some distinction between these clusters.
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III. Analysis and Results
Chapter Overview
WWMCA data over four years from 2014-2017 are analyzed over two target
regions (FL and SA regions) for each month to examine optimal cluster number
groupings for the identification of prevalent cloud regimes over their respective regions.
Results gathered are broken up first by month and then by region, and are presented
below.
January - FL Region
The mean relationship between OD and CTH for the entire month of January over
the FL region is shown in Figure 2 below, where all hourly joint histograms between OD
and CTH from between 2014-2017 are averaged together. OD follows a logarithmic scale
given the range and distribution of its values compared to values of CTH. Both CTH and
OD do not account for non-zero values. The FO of data points that fall within each listed
bin category is also displayed on a logarithmic scale again due to the distribution of
values within each of the bins. For the month of January, the highest FO falls into three
noticeable sections; relatively medium OD values (5.4-12.1) that extend from 500 to
12000m, mid-to-upper level clouds (9000-12000m) that vary in OD range, and optically
thick (27-60) clouds that extend upwards from 500 to 9000m. Maximum cloud top
heights between all four years was capped at roughly 15000m, with negligible FO values
of OD at this layer below values of 2.4. The highest FO values are noted at occurring at
the lowest CTH bin range (500-3000m), where OD bin ranges [5.4,12.1] and [27,60] hold
roughly 18% and 12% of all plotted values respectively.
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Figure 2. Mean joint histogram of CTH and OD averaged for all hourly histograms over the Florida (FL)
region (24.5° to 31°N, 79.75° to 87.75°W ) between 2014-2017 for the month of January. OD and FO color
scale depicted on a logarithmic scale.

The overall background cloud field revolves around a wide range of optically thick
clouds that retain CTH values of 9000m or less, where CTH values exceeding 12000m
with low OD values may be attributed to cirrus clouds associated with convection given
the large FO values tied to optically thick clouds that extend through much of the
troposphere.
The silhouette scores for the FL region for the month of January can be seen on
Figure 3 below where, if automatically detectable via the heuristic elbow method, the
optimal value of K clusters to be used in the k-means clustering algorithm is marked
with a dashed vertical line. Given a pre-defined random state of 10 for our k-means
clustering algorithm, the optimal K value initially appears to be at a value of 6. While
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this value is noted via the elbow method, K = 2 retains the highest silhouette score of
0.177, compared to a score of 0.175 at K = 6 .

Figure 3. Silhouette score plot over the FL region for the month of January. Score values calculated for a
cluster range of 2-9 where, using the heuristic elbow method, the optimal cluster number is marked with a
dash line if detectable. Silhouette score values range from [-1,1], with values close to 1 indicative of well
defined and well separated cluster groupings.

To begin examination of what these varying cluster groupings appear like visually, each
cluster is individually plotted onto its own OD-CTH joint histogram based on the cluster
number chosen for the k-means algorithm as shown in Figure 4 below. Much like Figure
2, each cluster is plotted as a mean of all data points that fell within that respective cluster
with OD and the FO color scale (not labeled) being displayed in a logarithmic scale. Each
cluster also has its RFO values labeled as well, indicating how often a respective cluster
occurs
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Figure 4. 6 cluster analysis over the FL region for the month of January. OD and FO colorbar are set to
logarithmic scale, with RFO values for each respective cluster labeled. Note the varying colorbar scale
between each cluster due to the four year average of hourly files difference from missing data.

Figure 4 showcases six distinct groupings of OD and CTH parameters across the FL
region. Cluster 1 presents a concentrated spread of FO values across the OD range of
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[27,60] with CTH values ranging from 500- 9000m. Similar to Figure 2, a band of
relatively optically thin clouds also covers a marked number of FO values between the
9000-12000m bin set. Cluster 1 is the third most commonly occurring cluster with an
RFO of 0.233. Cluster 2 attains a much lower RFO value at 0.097, making it the second
least common cluster of the six analyzed. Cluster 2 retains a very similar cloud field
pattern to cluster 1, with the only significant departures being slightly higher FO values
for optically thin low/ level clouds, and an increase in FO values for mid/high relatively
optically thin clouds within OD bin ranges [0.5,5.4] and CTH bin ranges [6000,12000].
Cluster 3, with an RFO of 0.409, is the most common cluster out of the six and focuses
primarily on clouds than fall within OD bin ranges [2.4,12.1] with varying CTH values.
Optically thin or very optically thick clouds have negligible to no recorded FO values for
most CTH bin ranges.
Cluster 4, with an RFO of 0.118, retains similar upper level cloud FO distribution
as seen in cluster 3, though the majority of FO values are focused on optically thick
clouds that extend from 500m to 9000m. Similar to previous clusters, optically thin low
level clouds remain absent. Cluster 5, with an RFO of 0.122, showcases two distinct
regions of focus: varying CTH values for clouds in the OD bin range [5.4,12.1], and
varying OD values for clouds in the CTH bin range [9000,12000]. This distribution of FO
values falls more in line with the overall mean for the FL region, save for the focus on
optically thick clouds primarily seen in clusters 1, 2, and 4. Cluster 6, with an RFO of
0.022, marks this particular cluster as the least commonly occurring cluster of the six.
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Cluster 6 primarily focuses on optically thick clouds at the lowest CTH bin range, with a
more spotty cloud field above this CTH bin range and for all other OD bin ranges.
While the elbow method depicted the optimal K value being 6 with a very similar
silhouette score value to the maximum at K = 2 , the number of similar cloud field
patterns and notably low RFO values for some clusters called into question whether a
lower K value would offer the same distinct cloud fields already observed with higher
RFO values. To examine this possibility, a 2 cluster analysis (not pictured) was
conducted and found that while the representation of optically thick clouds with varying
CTH values and the notable band of clouds at the CTH bin range [9000,12000] was
captured, some of the distinct cloud fields generated through higher K values may justify
their existence with relatively sufficient RFO values. A three cluster run conducted can
be seen from Figure 5 below, and showcases clusters 1 and 3 as the dominant clusters
whose combined RFO values equate to 0.895. Cluster 2 serves as a smaller division
between the two clusters, sharing high FO values for optically thick clouds (27-60) while
also possessing a much more active cloud field for medium/low optically thick clouds
that cover much of the mid/upper atmosphere. Compared to a six cluster analysis, a three
cluster analysis retains the most distinct and dominant cloud fields which serve as the
source for other splintered clusters via higher cluster analysis, while still offering a cloud
field that captures a broader range of optically thinner clouds compared to just a two
cluster analysis. A four cluster run (not shown) was shown to decrease the RFO of
primarily clusters 2 and 3 from the three cluster run for its fourth cluster, of which shares
a similar cloud field pattern to cluster 3 of the three cluster run.
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Figure 5. 3 cluster analysis over the FL region for the month of January. Compared to the 6 cluster run, the
main dominant clusters remain present with the additional tertiary cluster (cluster 2) offering representation
of a more active cloud field with more optically thin clouds in the low/mid levels of the atmosphere.

January - SA Region
The overall mean relationship between OD and CTH over the SA region for the
month of January is shown in Figure 6 below. The mean joint histogram over the SA
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region shows a marked difference compared to the mean joint histogram over the FL
region, expected given the notable differences between the two regions.

Figure 6. Mean joint histogram of CTH and OD averaged for all hourly histograms over the South America
(SA) region (17.75° to 25°S, 70.25° to 77.5°W) between 2014-2017 for the month of January. OD and FO
color scale depicted on a logarithmic scale.

While the FL region focuses mostly over land, the SA region focuses mostly over the
ocean while being physically closer to the equator with an expected higher tropopause
and subsequently higher CTH values. This latter point can easily be seen given the range
of CTH values seen on Figure 5 with notable FO values within the maximum CTH bin
range of 15000-18000m, values not recorded over the FL region for the same month. The
focus of FO values is concentrated on three particular areas of the joint histogram. The
first covers a wide range of CTH values that extend from 6000-18000m while also
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possessing very low OD values (0.1-0.2), indicating the presence of optically thin clouds
that extend through much of the mid and upper levels over the SA region as being
prevalent. A second point of interest are the relative mid range OD values (5.4-12.1) that
cover much of the low and mid levels of the troposphere (500-6000m), while the third
point of interest is high FO values associated with very optically thick clouds mostly
associated with the lower levels (500-3000m bin range) while also showcasing optically
thick clouds that extend upwards in CTH value to 9000m. No optically thick clouds
whose OD value exceeds 12.1 are seen at CTH values above 9000m, as well as optically
thin clouds whose OD values are below 1.1 in the low/mid levels. Incidentally, the same
OD bin ranges over the SA region hold the highest FO values similar to the FL region,
with FO values of roughly 25% and 22% occurring in the OD bin ranges of [5.4,12.1]
and [27,60] respectively.
Silhouette scores for the month of January over the SA region are shown in Figure
7 below. Similar to the previous silhouette score comparison for the FL region seen in
Figure 3, the SA region initially exhibits an optimal cluster value at K = 4 , noted for
both its maximum silhouette score (0.156) and dashed vertical line that indicates elbow
method support. Unlike silhouette scores for the FL region, score values for the SA
region for the month of January take a notable decrease in value past cluster numbers of
5, with K = 6 offering the lowest silhouette score out of the tested cluster range. Overall
though, silhouette score values are lower over the SA region as compared to the FL
region during the same month.
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Figure 7. Silhouette score plot over the SA region for the month of January. The optimal cluster number,
both in silhouette score maximum value and elbow method, are initially found at K = 4 . Cluster values
above 6 incur a notable relative sharp decrease in silhouette score values.

To further explore the potential optimal value for K clusters given the silhouette
score results, multiple joint histogram cluster plots were created to examine RFO values
for each unique cluster, and to examine notable differences between each cluster. Figure
8 below shows an initial 4 cluster analysis for the SA region given its maximum
silhouette score. RFO values between each cluster indicate that clusters 1 and 3 account
for over 85% of all available hourly data points for the SA region. Clusters 2 and 4 only
account for roughly 15% of all available data points, with cluster 2 attaining the lowest
RFO value out of all of the other clusters with a value of 0.071. Cluster 3, with the
highest RFO value at 0.509, primarily focuses on high FO values coinciding with
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optically thick clouds within the low and mid levels of the atmosphere as well as mid to
upper level CTH values that coincide with very low OD values.

Figure 8. 4 cluster analysis over the SA region for the month of January. OD and colorbar are set to
logarithmic scale, with RFO values for each respective cluster labeled. Note the slight variance in colorbar
scale between each cluster, affected by the number of data points that fall within each cluster and
subsequent four year hourly file difference due to missing data.

The OD-CTH bin with the highest FO value, being roughly 38%, is associated with high
OD values (27-60) and low CTH values (500-3000m). Cluster 1 has the second highest
RFO value (0.345), with a similar cloud field to cluster 3 save for a stronger focus on
more optically thin clouds whose OD values are less than 5.4 in the low/mid levels. The
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bin with the highest FO (~40%) is associated with relatively optically thin low level
clouds, whose OD values range from [5.4, 12.1] and CTH values range from 500-3000m.
Cluster 2 stems from clusters 1 and 3 with a focus on two regions: a section of optically
thick clouds whose OD bins range from [5.4,60] with CTH bin values between [500m,
9000m], and a section of thinner clouds (1.1-12.1) in the upper atmosphere
(9000m-15000m). Cluster 4 (RFO=0.074), is seen as a derivative from the three other
clusters with similar low level optically thick clouds as seen in clusters 2 and 3 and a
more active mid/upper level cloud field as seen in cluster 1. Of note is the representation
of the highest and thinnest clouds in cluster 4 following the CTH and OD bin ranges of
[15000m, 18000m] and [0.1,0.2] respectively, whose FO value for this particular bin
range is the highest among the four clusters (~11%).
With two clusters possessing low RFO values in a four cluster analysis run, the
reduction of cluster numbers became an area of interest. Looking at a three cluster
analysis as shown in Figure 9 below, clusters 1 and 3 remain as the dominant clusters as
seen during the four cluster analysis. Cluster 2 in the three cluster analysis shares a
similar cloud field pattern to cluster 3 with the focus of FO values confined to the
low/mid levels for optically thick clouds. One notable difference between clusters 2 and 3
is the distribution of FO values for medium OD bin ranges (1.1-12.1) with CTH bin
ranges of [9000m, 15000m]. Cluster 2 in this case opts to place higher FO values within
these bin ranges, where ~11.7% of FO values comprise this section of upper level clouds
compared to only ~2.5% of FO values in cluster 3. Additionally, cluster 2 offers minute
representation of varying optically thin clouds at the highest CTH bin range, similar to
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cluster 1. Though the overall cluster number decreased in value, the cloud fields
generated remain unique with relatively high RFO values compared to the higher cluster
analysis performed. While four clusters remain a possible choice over the SA region for
the month of January, three clusters still offer notable cloud field representation.

Figure 9. 3 cluster analysis over the SA region for the month of January. OD and FO colorbar are set to
logarithmic scale, with RFO values for each respective cluster labeled. Clusters 1 and 3 remain as the
predominant centroid groupings with cluster 2 having been splintered mainly from cluster 3.
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July - FL Region
The mean OD-CTH joint histogram over the FL region for the month of July can
be seen in Figure 10 below. The location of bins with relative maximum FO values is
noticeably more varied than for those from the month of January with additional focus on
upper level clouds of varying opacity. While bins of high OD values still retain large

Figure 10. Mean joint histogram for all hourly histograms over the FL region for the month of July. OD and
FO color scale depicted on a logarithmic scale, with a notable increase in FO values for upper level clouds
whose OD value ranges from 0.5-12.1.

FO values within them, the month of July spreads higher FO values at varying OD bin
ranges above 9000m. July highlights two distinct areas of focus: optically thick clouds
that extend from CTH bin ranges [500m, 9000m] and a deck of clouds between [9000m,
15000m] whose optical thickness vary between OD bin ranges [0.5, 12.1]. Three bins are
noted as having some of the highest FO values. Two of these bins are confined to the OD
bin range [27, 60] with FO values of ~13% and ~12% at CTH bins of [500m, 3000m] and
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[3000m, 6000m] respectively. The third bin is located at OD bin range [5.4, 12.1] and
CTH bin range [12000m, 15000m] with a FO value of ~11%. Compared to the month of
January over the same region, this same bin range only held a FO value of ~1%.
Silhouette scores over the FL region for this time period are shown via Figure 11
below, and show a more distinct pattern compared to silhouette scores for January
alongside a different optimal K value set initially to 4. Also of note is the higher overall

Figure 11. Silhouette score plot over the FL region for the month of July. The identified optimal K cluster
number via the heuristic elbow method is found to be at 4, with a notable sharp decrease in score values
with higher cluster numbers.

silhouette scores for the month of July with a K value of 4 attaining a silhouette score of
0.24. The identified optimal K number of clusters, together with higher silhouette scores,
offer additional support in the number of clusters to choose from when running through
subsequent k-means clustering.
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Figure 12 below illustrates a 4 cluster analysis performed over the FL region for
the month of July.

Figure 12. 4 cluster analysis over the FL region for the month of July. OD and FO colorbar scale depicted
on a logarithmic scale. Clusters 3 and 4 are shown to be the most commonly occurring cloud fields, with
cluster 4 sharing an overall common cloud field as cluster 1.

Cluster 1, with an RFO of 0.118, is the third most frequent cluster of the four with a
notable representation of optically thinner clouds in CTH bin ranges below 9000m. FO
values are concentrated over two main sections: optically thick clouds within the OD bin
range [27, 60] with CTH values below 9000m, and more optically thin clouds whose OD
values range from [0.5, 12.1] within CTH bin ranges [9000m, 15000m]. Below these
ranges, FO values drop off considerably with optically thin clouds below 9000m
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occurring far less often than the OD-CTH ranges mentioned. Cluster 2 has the lowest
RFO value of the four clusters being set at 0.082, and is dominated by two cloud fields:
optically thick clouds within OD bin ranges [5.4, 27] that extend from 500-9000m in
CTH value ranges, and the same spread of varying optically thick clouds within the
[9000m, 15000m] CTH bin ranges seen in other clusters.
Cluster 3 is the second most commonly occurring cluster with an RFO of 0.376
with a unique cloud field compared to the other three clusters. Most clouds within this
cluster have OD values less than 12.1, with a strong focus on relatively thick low level
clouds whose OD and CTH values are between [5.4, 12.1] and [500m, 3000m]
respectively (FO~21%). FO value distribution is then concentrated on mid/upper level
clouds of varying optical depths that primarily extend upwards to 15000m. Significantly
fewer clouds with higher OD values are picked up; no clouds were identified, on average,
between the OD range of [12.1, 27]. Cluster 4 has the highest RFO out of the four
clusters at 0.423, and shares a very similar cloud field to cluster 1 save for the
representation of optically thinner clouds below 9000m. The majority of FO values for
cluster 4 are focused on the same bin ranges as noted for cluster 1 with the main
difference between the two clusters, aside from FO percentage values across these same
bin ranges, being little to no FO values plotted for clouds below OD value of 5.4 and
below 9000m.
While 4 clusters was identified as a potential optimal value choice for K , the
possibility of reducing the value of K while still retaining representative clusters
prompted a 3 cluster analysis as shown in Figure 13 below. Again, this prompt was
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obtained by comparing the differing clusters, particular cluster 1 and 4. While cluster 1
offers a more unique cloud field with respect to optically thinner clouds below 9000m
compared to cluster 4, FO values below OD and CTH values of 5.4 and 9000m
respectively only equated to ~3% difference in this range of cloud representation between
the two clusters.

Figure 13. 3 cluster analysis for the month of July over the FL region. OD and FO color scale depicted on a
logarithmic scale. The reduction to a 3 cluster analysis indicates how cluster 3, initially expected to only be
found in higher cluster analysis, is one of the prevailing dominant clusters.
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Reduction to a three cluster analysis, interestingly enough, showcases cluster 3,
initially cluster 1 in the four cluster analysis, as a prevailing dominant cluster. In this
instance, it can be inferred that the fourth cluster generated in the four cluster analysis
(cluster 2) is a derivation from all prevailing clusters found in the three cluster analysis.
FO distribution values for cluster 1 in the three cluster analysis highlight the focus on
optically thick clouds whose OD values vary between [5.4, 60] below 9000m, compared
to cluster 3’s focus on the most optically thick clouds (OD>27) with greater distributions
of optically thinner clouds below 9000m, as well as between [9000m, 15000m] for clouds
whose OD values fall within [0.1, 0.5]. These differences, similar but slightly varied,
indicate the potential to utilize a K = 3 value for cluster analysis rather than requiring
this value to be four. Major distinct cloud fields are retained with relatively high RFO
values amongst the clusters to justify their being.
July - SA Region
The mean joint OD-CTH histogram over the SA region for the month of July is
shown in Figure 14 below. Major differences found in Figure 14 as compared to Figure 6
mostly pertain to the representation of optically thinner clouds (OD<12.1) with CTH
values that extend from[9000m, 18000m], with the most noticeable decrease in FO value
(~4%) occurring in the OD and CTH bin range of [0.1, 0.2] and [15000m, 18000m]
respectively for the month of July. Overall, FO values remain highest over higher OD bin
ranges (OD>5.4) below 6000m, indicating the focus on mid and low level cloud cover
over the SA region.
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Figure 14. Mean joint histogram of OD and CTH for all hourly histograms over the SA region for
the month of July, with a focus on low/mid level clouds with high optical depth values.

Silhouette scores for the month of July can be seen in Figure 15 below. Unlike
previous silhouette score analysis, the SA region during the month of July exhibits an
inconclusive set of score values. The maximum silhouette score, 0.158, is found where
cluster number K = 2 , and steadily decreases as K increases in value. The heuristic
elbow method failed to detect (via Python’s automatic application) an optimal cluster
number based on silhouette score values. Choosing the optimal cluster number in this
case is not as conclusive compared to other silhouette score plots, though given the
relatively similar cloud field patterns between the two months over the SA region,
support a rather low K value to be used
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Figure 15. Silhouette score plot over the SA region for the month of July. The optimal cluster,
based solely on silhouette scores, points to when K = 2 . Note the failed application of the heuristic elbow
method based on silhouette scores as no dashed line is plotted alongside score values.

Multi-cluster analysis is performed again over the SA region, first by examining
the predetermined optimal cluster number at K = 2 . The two cloud fields generated for a
two cluster analysis offer simple derivations from the overall mean joint histogram as
seen in Figure 14. Cluster 1, with an RFO of 0.423, focuses primarily on very optically
thick mid/low level clouds with slight representation of very optically thin upper level
clouds. The two bins with the highest FO values occur in the OD bin range [27, 60] and
CTH bin ranges [500m, 6000m], where the combined FO values account for over 70% of
values for cluster 1. Cluster 2 has the highest RFO value at 0.577, and shifts the focus of
FO value distribution to thinner clouds within the same CTH bin ranges. For cluster 2,
over 77% of all values fall within the OD bin range [5.4, 12.1] and CTH bin ranges
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[500m, 6000m]. Both clusters, although with slightly varying quantities, represent some
form of very optically thin clouds within OD bin range [0.1, 0.2] found within the
mid/upper levels of the atmosphere. Indeed, the focus on low level clouds between the
two clusters is primarily on the optical thickness of these clouds.

Figure 16. 2 cluster analysis over the SA region for the month of July. OD and FO color scale
depicted on a logarithmic scale. The primary difference between the two clusters falls on the differing
representation of mid/low level clouds with a distinct OD bin value range, where cluster 1 focuses on more
optically thick clouds.
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Of curious intentions is the possible application of utilizing a three cluster
analysis over the SA region for the month of July. Previous analysis indicates that K = 3
offers a valid cluster number to select when undergoing the clustering process. The mean
joint histogram for the SA regions shares similar cloud field patterns between the months
of January and July, though overall the July mean is simpler in the spread of FO values;
for the month of July, FO values are concentrated on two distinct OD bin value ranges
compared to the marginal increase in representation of upper level clouds during the
month of January. This three cluster analysis can be seen in Figure 17 below. Clusters 1
and 2 remain nearly the same in the three cluster analysis as compared to the two cluster
analysis, with the most notable change in RFO value dropping from cluster 2. The tertiary
cluster generated, cluster 3, can be seen as a derivative of cluster 2 given the similar
distribution of FO value within the [5.4, 12.1] OD bin range. What separates cluster 2 and
3 is the shift of secondary focus on mid/upper level clouds within the OD bin ranges of
[0.5, 12.1]. Cluster 3 focuses less on very optically thin upper level clouds and instead
shifts this representation to clouds within the CTH bin ranges of [6000m, 12000m] in the
noted OD bin ranges. For cluster 2, FO values for the noted bins only equates to ~3.7%
while for cluster 3 FO values equate to roughly ~17.5%, a 13.8% difference in mid/upper
level cloud representation between the two clusters.
A two cluster analysis captures the major defining cloud fields over the SA
region, though a three cluster analysis retains these major cloud fields while also offering
a unique variant of one of the major cloud fields. A four cluster analysis (not shown) was
conducted to examine what further splintering of the clusters would offer. Results from
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this brief analysis created a fourth cluster that, while possessing a relatively unique cloud
field that focuses on very optically thick mid/low level clouds with moderate
representation of optically thin upper level clouds, had too low of an RFO value (0.001)
to justify its use.

Figure 17. 3 cluster analysis over the SA region for the month of July. Clusters 2 and 3 highlight
emphasis on low level clouds with a focus on significantly different OD values with cluster 1 serving as an
intermediate group with a low/mid-level cloud field of variable OD values.
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IV. Conclusions and Recommendations
A global satellite based cloud dataset is examined over two target regions across
four years to determine probable cloud field regimes by way of k-means cluster analysis.
To aid in the determination of the optimal cluster number to utilize in this cluster
analysis, silhouette scores, line plots in combination with an additional heuristic form of
evaluation via the “elbow method”, are utilized. The optimal number of clusters derived
for both the FL and SA regions varied in approach, though generally converged to when
K = 3 . Determination of this cluster number for subsequent cluster analysis was not
consistent, and required further inquiry by examining and comparing a number of
multi-cluster analysis. Incidentally, none of the silhouette score plots indicated that the
optimal cluster number could be when K = 3 , an interesting inquiry as both the SA and
FL region had three instances of an optimal K value found both via silhouette score
magnitude and the elbow method. Only the SA region for the month of July failed in its
application of the elbow method, where its maximum silhouette score was found at
K = 2 . Both regions exhibited relatively similar cloud field patterns between their
respective months; the FL region had a wider distribution of FO values between the
low/mid/upper levels of the atmosphere, whereas the SA region had the majority of FO
values concentrated on low/mid level clouds with varying OD bin value focus. While the
range of OD values, being on a logarithmic scale, can vary significantly as one moves
further upward in value, whether this change in cloud field representation is justified as
its own unique cluster is another matter not fully explored within this study.
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As noted, both regions initially indicated a differing optimal cluster number to
select when running through the clustering algorithm. While some score plots offered an
initial optimal cluster number, such as seen in Figure 3, further inquiry into the cloud
fields generated for each cluster and their respective RFO values called into question
whether a different cluster number could be utilized to both retain the dominant and
unique cloud fields identified while doing away with splintered clusters that had either
too similar a cloud field pattern to other clusters or too low of an RFO value to justify
their being.
These initial findings further called into question the very validity of relying on
silhouette score analysis to determine the optimal cluster number for k-means clustering,
though a number of points must be made regarding this issue. The use of silhouette scores
offers a quick and valid snapshot on the quality of data being utilized for clustering
purposes. As silhouette scores, mentioned earlier, are calculated by determining the
distance a datapoint has to its own cluster compared to the distance to other clusters, this
may point to an issue regarding how the data was handled or the very quality of the data
itself. This notion is supported by low silhouette scores calculated over both regions for
both months as only the FL region had one month of maximum silhouette scores above
0.2 but less than 0.3, while the actual range of silhouette scores range from [-1,1]. While
still positive, these low values indicate overlapping between certain data points and
clusters. This study, in its initial stages, first examined raw OD and CTH values before
shifting to viewing joint histogram FO values for bin ranges. These raw values, averaged
over similar time periods, were also clustered based on silhouette score values calculated.
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Most of these silhouette score values (not presented here) exceeded those found in this
study with maximum scores reaching 0.8. However, these scores were calculated off of
raw averaged CTH and OD values, which did not accurately represent cloud fields
depicted given the significant discrepancy between hourly data points across the four
years when performing these averages. Nonetheless, the actual data points being utilized
significantly altered calculated score values, an attribute that may arise itself from the bin
ranges used. Silhouette score values, while not usable as an end all product, did offer a
base to work off regarding optimal cluster usage and was particularly effective over the
FL region compared to the SA region.
Such a discrepancy may partially be attributable to the geography of the target
regions and a weakness of the WWMCA data used. As noted, the FL region encompasses
much more physical terrain than the SA region where the latter is composed mostly of
ocean; the additional land mass, given Florida’s latitudinal position and shape, allows for
sea breeze interactions and associated fronts to play a significant role in the distribution
of cloud fields and development of convective systems (Nicholls and others, 1990). This
difference in a more land based region view compared to a more ocean based region view
is a topic that warrants further inquiry given previous studies that compared surface
observations and a satellite dataset over land and ocean with notable differences (Hahn
and others, 2001:13). Additionally, the WWMCA dataset is noted as having difficulty
distinguishing low level clouds with similar temperatures, an interesting point of
contention given the WWMCA dataset generally performs better over lower latitudes in
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cloud detection yet may be encumbered by the extensive marine boundary layer cloud
coverage (Horseman II, 2007; Wang and others, 2004:274).
Additional work can be done regarding the validity of the cluster analysis
conducted over the two target regions. While beyond the initial scope of this study, the
next step in assessing cloud regime identification via cluster analysis would rely on
having some type of cloud type classification system in place dependent on values of OD
and CTH such as those utilized by Jakob and Tselioudis (2003:1) with their work on the
ISCCP dataset. The WWMCA dataset does not readily have such a system of cloud type
identification by way of these two parameters, and would require the adaptation of
similar regime classification tables already in use or the creation of a new empirical set of
defining parameter values. A final measure would be to validate both the identified
regimes and subsequent cloud type classification by comparing with real world data, be it
surface observations or other available reanalysis datasets, to determine how the accuracy
and validity of RFO values of identified clusters compares to other forms of
observational data. Through these efforts, it may be shown that the development of
representative cloud fields over an area of interest can be created using the relatively
simple clustering method implemented together with equally simple cloud parameters.
Improvements to how these cloud field regimes are generated serve as a useful base for
future endeavors towards the advancement of scene emulation with respect to clouds.
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Appendix - Acronym List
AFIT - Air Force Institute of Technology
AFWA - Air Force Weather Agency
ASCII - American Standard Code for Information Interchange
ASSET - AFIT Sensor and Scene Emulator Tool
CBH - Cloud Base
CDFS II - Cloud Depiction and Forecast System II
CLPS - Cloud Layer Particle Size
CLWP - Cloud Layer Water Path
CT - Cloud Type
CTH - Cloud Top Height
DIRSIG - Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing Image Generation
DMSP - Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
FO - Frequency of Occurrence
ISCCP - International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project
K - Cluster number
OD - Optical Depth
RFO - Relative Frequency of Occurrence
SFCTMP - Surface Temperature
SNODEP - Snow Depth & Sea Ice
WFOV - Wide Field of View
WWMCA - World-Wide Merged Cloud Analysis
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